
DEPOSIT INSURANCE IN 
THE AFTERMATH OF 
RECENT BANK FAILURES
The recent failures of Silicon Valley Bank (SVB), First Republic Bank (FRB) and Signature Bank have
placed deposit insurance schemes and their limitations under the spotlight. This presentation
considers deposit insurance schemes in major jurisdictions, and explores some risk mitigation
steps that multinational corporations can take to better protect their large bank deposits.  Recent
bank failures have also prompted financial regulators to consider whether existing deposit
insurance schemes are fit for purpose.  This presentation explores three potential options for
reforming the US deposit insurance scheme proposed by the US Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC): (1) limited coverage; (2) unlimited coverage; and (3) targeted coverage. Any
reforms resulting from the FDIC’s proposals will not only be significant for the US financial
system, but for the entire global financial system, because many deposit insurance schemes
around the world are modelled on the US scheme. 
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